Check out the new conference website!

The conference team is excited to announce that our new conference website has been published. On the website, you will find all you need to know about the 9IATC/3GATE and a little more.

We introduce you to the main speakers, provide descriptions of the conference locations, and the overall content of 9IATC/3GATE. As more programme details are ready, they will likewise be published on the website. Currently, the conference team is working hard to put together inspiring and adventurous programmes for the families, for our journeying together on Wednesday from Kristiansand to Hovden, and early morning activities, so stay tuned for those.

If you plan to stay before or after the conference, we have also included suggestions on a few places to explore in Norway and info about amazing pre-and post-conference workshop opportunities (a few more to come). Check it all out on the link and make sure to register before the 31st of March!

www.9iatc.internationaladventuretherapy.org
The Panel Debate: “Exploring (and Re-inventing) Fundamental Values”

The panel debate is hosted by Adventure Therapy Europe (ATE) and is influenced by the conference theme, "Journeying together".

ATE is a relatively young community, with more regional networks emerging, that is still in the process of (re-)inventing itself and researching its fundamental values. Together, we want to look into our background and enquire into our future journey ahead, not only as a European community but also within our worldwide field. This panel debate is a continuation of the "Expanding of Circles" at the 8IATC in Australia in 2018. Questions that arise for this panel debate will help us reflect on the past, present and future of our journey.

Questions will be around our relationship with our values and nature: What were the values that brought us together in the beginning? -the past- How may we continue to nurture these circles and even co-create spirals of growth within our field? -the present- Can we more proactively nurture our field by fundamental values, such as care for the land, nature, and our planet through an environmentally conscious practice? How can we hold each other accountable whilst journeying together so that we can maintain an ethically driven practice as we move forward as a field? -the future.

Participants

The panel debate will take place on Friday the 24th of June 9am - 10.30am and is facilitated by:
- Luk Peeters & Natalia Ruiz de Cortázar Gracia
- Anna María Pálsdóttir
- Anita Pryor
- Stephen Javorski
- Ray Burke

Read about the panel debate participants here